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Who Am I? - Poetry Prompt #3 Write a poem about who you are and how you feel. The lines of
the poem begin with: I'm happy, I pretend, I try, I read, I'm sorry, I wear.
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Word Counter. PoetrySoup is a great resource for examples of equation poems or a list of
equation. These examples show what equation poems look like.
ep·ic (ĕp′ĭk) n. 1. An extended narrative poem in elevated or dignified language, celebrating the
feats of a legendary or traditional hero. 2. A literary or. World Flags : A collection of flag printouts,
and activities for students. 11-7-2017 · When I had first heard about Six Word Stories I thought,
"A whole story in six words? That's impossible!" Then I wrote my first Six Word Story--and it was.
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This poem written by Forrest Fenn contains nine clues that if followed precisely, will lead to the
end of his rainbow and the treasure. Happy Hunting! *Color by Sight Word Christmas Picture
(sight words the, a, is and you) *Color by Sight Word Reindeer (sight words it, I, can, and like)
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This poem written by Forrest Fenn contains nine clues that if followed precisely, will lead to the
end of his rainbow and the treasure. Happy Hunting!
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Acrostic Poem. An acrostic is when the first letter in every line of a text spells out a specific word.
Of course, an acrostic could also be constructed where the last . Shark Acrostic Poem Freebie by
Amy Lemons. . See More. Preschool Valentine's Day Art Activities: Masking Tape Relief
Watercolor Word Painting.. … The students wrote formula I wish poems or free versus poems
about a wish. Acrostic . An acrostic/alphabet poem consists of using the letters of a word, which
is the subject of the poem, to begin each line of the poem. Please pay attention. Or.
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Who Am I? - Poetry Prompt #3 Write a poem about who you are and how you feel. The lines of
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about Six Word Stories I thought, "A whole story in six words? That's impossible!" Then I wrote
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An acrostic/alphabet poem consists of using the letters of a word, which is the subject of the
poem, to begin each line of the poem. Please pay attention. Or. When you have done this then
you go back to each letter and think of a word. The following poems are examples of acrostic
poems written in this format. What is Poetry? "Picking Words for the Sound and the Meaning".
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